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FTO: Islay Grant (VP Campaigns & Communications)  
Scrutiny Officer: Ruphina Ochanda 
 
General Overview 
 
In November 2018, I was appointed as Islay Grant’s Scrutiny Officer. Due to deadlines etc I 
was unable to meet Islay in Semester 1 and following our first meeting in January we 
decided to meet once a month. We have only been able to meet twice which is largely my 
fault as I had failed to communicate effectively how busy I would be and on one occasion 
had forgotten that we had a meeting planned. I believe it is important to note that Islay 
always remembered when we had a meeting planned and communicated and responded to 
my emails promptly. 
 
 I have been very impressed with how organised Islay has been throughout this whole 
period. As this is my first time working a Scrutiny Officer, although we had been briefed on 
what to do and expect, I personally still was apprehensive before meeting Islay but I have 
found her to be very forthcoming whether it be over email or in person regarding what she 
is working on and any issues she might have. I think acknowledging this is important and 
personally believe this is necessary as a Full Time Officer as often students tend to be 
apathetic towards the Union and don’t find the officers who represent them approachable 
but my experience with Islay has shown that she is approachable and open to listening to 
any critiques. Additionally, I have found that Islay has been a true professional in the way 
she handles things; in our second meeting, I mentioned my disappointment on how 
something had been handled by a colleague of Islay’s and instead of engaging in the 
conversation negatively or reacting to my critique negatively, Islay quickly gave me two 
options on how to go about resolving the issue; speaking to Brittany Tomlinson or getting in 
touch with her colleagues Scrutiny Officer.  
 
In order to comprehensively write this report, I will be analysing the aims Islay posted on 
the Lancaster University Students’ Union website and seeing whether this has been 
achieved.  
 
 
Islay’s 3 Aims: 
 
1: Carrying out campaign called Bite Club  
 
- Main aim: to encourage students to cook and see cooking less as a chore but more of a 

fun affordable activity especially with group cooking 
- During out meeting on the 30th January 2019, Islay gave a summary of what she has 

been working on re Bite Club in Semester 1 
- I got the impression that this is a big project for Islay and it was evident that she was 

passionate about this 
 



- Before even meeting Islay, I was already aware of this campaign and had seen posting 
and promotions all over the Students’ Union Social Media pages; I personally believe 
Islay has done a great job promoting this campaign and I know many students on 
campus who have used recipes posted.  

- I was able to walk by the live demonstration conducted by Islay and Green Lancaster in 
Semester 2 and thought that was a great way of engaging students on campus as Alex 
Square is a central spot to grab people’s attention 

- In my first meeting I did ask how Islay was going to measure the success of this 
campaign and we both agreed that something like this is difficult to get quantifiable 
data on how well It has been received but perhaps just before the end of her time as 
FTO, Islay could issue some sort of survey surrounding the campaign? 

- I think it is great that Islay worked along with Green Lancaster for this campaign as it 
promotes the work Green Lancaster are doing as well as introducing students to quick 
easy ways to prepare and eat seasonal vegetables that have previously not been 
available to them. Additionally, I think it works well with Rhiannon’s work on reducing 
costs for students as cooking, particularly in groups, works out cheaper than eating out 
or takeaways 

 
Overall, I think this has been a successful campaign for Islay and is something the Union 
should look in to continuing this next academic year 
 
2: Run a year long How To Student Video Campaign 
 
- Main aim: release regular videos on a variety of topics to essentially “student right” 
- Spoke to Islay about this on the 30th January and 6th March 2019 
- I was not aware of this campaign prior to meeting Islay on the 30th and I hadn’t seen 

anything on Social Media about this campaign. Islay explained to me what her intention 
was behind the campaign and said the topics she would be focusing on are: welcome 
week, accommodation and the FTO elections and this would all be on the YouTube 
channel 

- During our discussion, we both agreed that a quantifiable way of seeing how successful 
the campaign is by looking at how many people engage with the content using the 
YouTube channel views 
 

- I have looked out for the videos on YouTube and I haven’t seen anything yet. There are 
videos re Roses and the what the Union wants to do but nothing related to the How To 
Campaign. I know Islay was planning all this but from my research I cannot seem to see 
if anything has come to fruition just yet – I appreciate that I have only checked Youtube 
so I might have missed it on Facebook however if this is the case I feel like having a 
more clear ‘How To’From this my understanding is that nothing has been formally 
posted/published re this campaign just yet. As a result of this, I cannot assess how 
successful this has been for Islay. We still have 4 months left till the end of the academic 
year. 
 
Overall, I am unable to give an accurate assessment on how successful this has been 
because of the lack of video content.  

 



 
 
3: Running a Social Media Conference 
 
- Main aim: run a conference mainly targeted at people who want to go in to 

communications, marketing, social media but also people who in general just enjoy 
social media 

- Islay mentioned this to me during our first meeting on the 30th January and I was 
impressed at the level or organisation and details that Islay had gone into running this 
event – I particularly liked the fact that Islay was working closely with the marketing & 
advertising society to run this event which is a great example of an FTO working with 
students for the students 

- On the 30th January we discussed using feedback forms as a way of assessing how 
successful the conference had been. 

 
- I was unable to attend the Conference but heard from multiple people that it was very 

successful and informative.  
 

- During our second meeting on the 6th March following the Conference, Islay 
explained that there were 4 different sessions and there was a good turnout. Islay 
honestly volunteered that she was unable to do feedback forms and there were not 
enough chairs for all the students that attended the conference.  
 

- I was pleased to hear that Islay had been collecting feedback via direct messages and 
LinkedIn  
 

Overall my assessment is that Islay was able to successfully run this conference. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In summary, from what I have seen of the work Islay has been conducting through my 
interactions with her in person and on what I have observed, I am impressed with the way 
Islay has worked throughout the year. It is encouraging to see an officer successfully 
following through on the plans and actions the mentioned in their Manifestos and on the 
Students Union website. I am confident that by the end of the year Islay would be able to 
achieve all her main objectives. 
 
 
 
Ruphina Ochanda 
Date: 26th April 2019 


